4.

LANGUAGE AND COMMUNICATION

According to the 1979 census, out of the 389,000 Koreans in the ussR, only 5s.4vo
claim to use the Korean language as their mother tongue and 44.4Vo pussi¿¡.269 49.97o
of the Koreans can speak a second language in addition to rheir mother tongue, of which
47 .1Vo speak Russian and the rest other Soviet languages. An interesting fact to be noted
is that 92,17o of the Koreans in the Soviet Union speak Russian either fluently or as their

mother tongue. In contrast to this, for example, only 26.4Vo of Turkmens speak
Russian. The percentage of Koreans speaking Russian comes after the iews (97.ovo),
Vepsians (96.67o), Karelians (95.4Vo), Karaims (94.5Vo), Germans (94.3Vo) and

Mordvins (92.97o) among the non-Russian nationalities of the Soviet Union. This fact
explains why the influence of Russian on the Korean language spoken in Central Asia is
so apparent. However, in the language of the Koryö Saram, the influence of languages
other than Russian can also be found, e.g. of rurkic languages (uzbek, Kazakh and
Karakalpak, etc.) depending on the area.
It is rather questionable whether the term 'the language of the Koryö saram'can be
used at all as a blanket term for the language of the Central Asian Koreans, as they live
scattered in different areas, surrounded by peoples of varying linguistic backgrounds.
However it is not so much misleading even if the term is used, due to the fact that a
period of fifty years is not a long enough time for one language to split into separate
languages, according to the place where its speakers live. Besides this, Koreans in
Central Asia maintain contaÇts by visiting each other or through the mass media. As was
seen in Chapter 2, the majority of Koryö Saram are originally from the norrhernmost
part of the Korean peninsula. Accordingly, their language represents the dialect of that
area.

4.1. Position of the language of the Koryö Saram

Traditionally the Korean dialects are divided into six goups: Central, south-west
(Cönla), South-East (Kyöngsang), Ceju Island, North-West (phyóng'an) and North-East
(Hamgyöng ). Standard Korean is based on the speech of the Seoul middle class, which
belongs to the Central dialect. The northernmost region from where the majority of
Koryõ Saram originated belongs dialectologically to the North-East group. This, in turn,

is divided administratively into two provinces: Northern Hamgyöng and Southern
Hamgyöng. For several reasons the study of the Northern Hamgyong dialect (hereafter
NH), on which the language of the Koryö Saram is mainly based, has been almost
neglected compared with the others. Fortunately the recent work of Kim Thai-gyun
somewhat fills the gap.z7o
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According to Kim Thai-gyun, rhe NH dialect can be divided into three subgroups:
the Yugúp (the six counties of Puryóng, Kyðnghüng, Kyöngwón, Onsðng, Congsðng
and Hoiryöng) in the northernmost tip of the Korean peninsula bordering on the Soviet
Union and China, the Saüp (the four counries of Kyóngsöng, Myöngchón, Kilju and
Haksöng) and the Musan region in rhe west bordering on china and which is a
tansitional area with Phyðng'an Province. Among these the first one attracts our special
interest, not only for geographical but also for historical reasons. Historically this area
was often inhabited by the Jurchen people, but, according to King sejong's policy of
consolidating the border area, six garrisons (in Korean Yukcin, which were later called
Yugüp) were established. At the same time this area was reinforced by immigrants from
the south in the l5th century. This a¡ea has also been used by those who had escaped

from political oppression and as a place of exile. Kim Thai-gyun lists the following
characteristic features of the NH dialecü27r

l) Eight simple vowels: li, e, ä, it, õ, a, u, ol.
2) Ten rising double vowels: lye, yõ,la, !u, yo, ü, ö, wti, wö, wal
3) /ö/ is pronounced as lwel and tüt as lwil.

.

4) luil is pronounced as /d/, even in the case ofthe genitive.

5) In the numeral lyõtõlpl 'eight', lyð-l is pronounced as lya-\, e.g. tyatül,
yatö|, yatall.

6) lsi,

ci,

chil

are here

/sü, cü, chü|.

Characteristic features of the Saüp suMialect are the following:

l)Inthemiddle of aword l-n-t is pronounced asl-h-l,e.g.aní:ahi
'no, not'.
2) Palatalization, e.g. kil : cil 'road', kirüm : cirüm 'oil' .
Its geographically isolated position together with the hisrorical background given above
are reflected in the dialect of this region. Kim Thai-gyun gives the following archaic
features cha¡acteristic of ¡hc Yukcin subdialect:
1) The vowel between a and o (written as

'.' in the Middle-Korean alphabet)
of Middle Korean has generally developed into 'a'in this dialect, but after
labial consonants it became 'o'(in the following examples the first word is
middle Korean and the second one the yukcin subdialect), e.g. mal : mol
'horse', param : porom'wind', phari : phori ,f7y (insect)'.
2) ln, t, thl are preserved before lya, yö, !o,lu, il and ls, c, chl &fore lya,
yõ,yo,yul .The initial /r/ is also preserved. In Seoul these sounds are
avoided at the beginning of a word.

3) The 'irregular' -s- and -p- conjugations of seoul are still regular in
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Yukcin (and other NH subdialects), e.g. lküsta, küümyönl 'pull, mark'is
lkústa, kùsúni, küsôsõl etc.; ltopta, toumyönl 'hot'is ltopta, tobümyönl
etc.

4) Middle Korean

z (written as

'A' in the Middle-Korean alphabet)

has

developed into s, e.g. kazal : /<as¡il 'autumn'; kazai : kasaí'scissors'.
5) Middle Korean /p/ is preserved, e.g.lknundel : lkahilndel 'middle'.

6) In nouns, the /c- declination is found, e,g. lkarul : lkalgíl 'powder';
lkumõngl : I kunggil'hole'.
7) The nominative marker l-kal is often omitted.

8) The causative form in l-kul is often used instead of I-i-, -ri-, -u-, -ki-,
-hi-|, e.g. lallidal : lalgudal'to inform'.
9) Different verbal endings are used in the Yukcin suMialect, e.g, l-mdungl
for a polite question, t-pkumal (Seoul -pnída ), l-pni, -ssüpnil ; lcuksüpnil
corresponds to Seoul lcukül kösi thüllim õpsol
is not as wide-spread as thc others,

'will surely die'. The last one

There are virtually no studies on the language of the Koryð Saram except that of Kim
O., where he expresses his opinion in the first sentence ns fslts\¡,rs;272
"The language of Koreans in the USSR is not at all known in scholarly
literature. It is not always included even in the list of the languages of people of
the USSR, even though more than 314,000 Soviet citizens speak that
language."

Kim, in her seven page article, presents a short survey of the situation of the Korean
language in Central Asia. At present the state of research is almost the same as 25 years
ago.

It was only r€cently that some attention was given to this question: the writer of

these lines composed a shon survey in Korean in his work about the Koreans in Central
Asia. He also published a collection of Korean words used in Alma-4ta.273 fhs other is
that of Ross King, a young American Koreanist from Harvard.274 Evidently King is the
hrst foreign researcher who has carried out linguistic field work in Tashkent, which took
place in September, 1986. There are publications in Korean, though very few, including
l¿nin Kichi in Alma-Ata. Using these materials it is possible to trace which cha¡acteristic
features of Korean dialects are preserved, and what kind ofinfluence the language ofthe
Koryö Saram has received from other languages. It can be assumed that Korean has
also influenced neighbouring languages.
4.1 .1.

Vocabulary of the Korean language in Alma-Ata

The following material has been collected by Haiyon from Koreans living in Alma-Ata
and its surroundings. Words are gtouped according to their meaning.275
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l) Words for relatives and different professions

üji
ajaibi
Øai
ankkan
cagubai
emíra
hoijang
lønna
khüIabai
khùn uangbaígi
kisurwõn
köröngbai,piröngbai

möngthöngguri, pösai,

naijichi

sirasoni

father
uncle
grandmother

wife
mixed blood
maid

chief (e.g. of a commirtee)
young \ryomen (pejorative form)
grandfather
Korean born in Central Asia
engineer
beggar
insincere foolish person

Korean who came from Korea later and

nanjõng
¡wdari, noraing'i
nodõk
nülgüdaigi
oraibi
phasubyöng
phunggakcaing'i
saigi
saíwöni
yõpcön (originally'coin')

settled down in Central Asia

husband
scamp

old parents
oldpeople
youngerbrother
sentry
actor or acress; singer (pejorative)

woman; maid at the age of marriage
youngerbrotherofhusband

Korean (the word originates from
Sakhalin where Koreans ate said to be
rich)

2) Food
cangmul

soup flavoured with soy sauce

ciryðng

soy sauce

haüatui

sunflower

haim

side-dish

kangnaing'i

maize

lcochi

chilli pepper

kuksi

noodles

mul paínse

painse boiled in wate¡
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ñJúÊ

Chinesecabbage

pígoþflpø,irce

pelmeni (a kind of meat dumpling),

pisojaî isasteamcdone

sirai¡

shrimp
pickled sluÍmps
driedradish and cabbage leaves

qúuNíÊhd

cabbaç

t¡ihs'

bean currd

tokkaÍbÊ cøngmul

alooholicdrink
pork

sa¡bi
salåi¡äs

wthukogi
3) House and household goods

caingchil

fryingpan

cakgga¡hû

pm

øittgiû¡

fencc

rvøølgiaig¡

fittwood

ffingtttt¡gi

lorg stick

crufuiai

wallct
jacket

cõSotí
corrnn¡

kitchen
pocket

æhry

kollùoz

rliintlwttg
cail:ki

mr¡d
gamble

IEW

scaÍecfow

hffiktclwn
lün'göth

wa¡ehousc

lryüplatg

pockct

karnû¡

bigpot

ka.;rüÌp

wifc's housc
cutting bo¡¡d

cöngj¡

clottr

klnldontai
khokhol
IlroJaing'l

bugle

(fu

signaling)

long and weak stick

t:htngthi

exchange ofgoods

kohongjíl

agricultural work

kãjippurt,pul*i

lie

knngsa

shop

kutuie

smallshop
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onful (usder-floor

kudül
lcwangcln'í

heating system)

shovel
yard; garden

madang
malcta¡

stick

meÅüre

well-bucket
rubbish

migöp

raigul

smoke
kitchen

Wdany

mill
living in a rented room

w'e
pangchõng sari

phmn

spectacles

piB¡

competition

píjigaí

match

ppaíngsoni

running away

pulsulgi

train

pusukkai
punkhan

kitchen

sakluí
sõtup

hat

clothes to be washed

sarÌmada

underpanß

toilet

ssaimi

hghting

sus6n

repair

tansü

cupboard for clothes and bedclothes

wikhan

toilet
collar

yõngjaí
4) Parts of Body and Diseases

agüi

mouth

lünde

tumour

inui,innindaígi

forehead

kungdi

hips

ocom

urine

omarí
öngchi

anus

sangthonS

face

ssaibyöng

mental disease

angssüldø

feel uneasy; to quarrel

buttocks

5) Others
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cakku

often

ceS,uta

barely

chönbul nada

to become angry

cil'ln

to be long

hönõllehada

lønppangrøda

to be humble; to be shabby
to reproach

hñílønhoda

to be curious; to be uncommon

hwachida

to have extramarital relations

¿jd

just now

il öpsiyo

not to have problems

ínchiun, inchi

soon; now

in'ge

herc

kiclada

to be absurd

l<omjid.a

to be nice and good

mundaida

musige, musigi

to rub
what

nûllai

quickly

ölcano

what can one do?

ösülmak

in the twilight
to be plentiful here and there

ptuuülhada

pojibi.

(I) will

.çs¿¡,sf¿

to be abundant and common

taiseyo.

it is a worry.

see.

uchühada

to be foolish

wanuru
yang,, ya

considerably
yes (answer to be used to older people)
this one

yogöt
yôn'ge

here

6) Some Examples of Conversation

Have you come just now? (polite

Injeya osimdung?
K omap sirpkkuma (- kkoma )

Asúmclønikkoma
Y oj üm kö
C i naí
C lnnn

gí

nalss i nún öuõ hsüp töngdung ?

töbõsõ ho nnas s ükkuma.

form)
Thank you!
Thank you (very much)!
How is the weather nowadays there?
It was hard because it was very hot.
Let's have a cup of tea.

han can rnnsikipso.

K ñ s arami mus ügera hadön' ga?

What does he say?
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Ma|il

caikkiman nonüragu nuni pölgai íssþte

Phwttdo kþõssci nune tara ollasskessta
polmøn hagesskuman.

His eyes became red because he was
gambling everyday.
It is worth seeing because he wea¡s
glasses, and his eyes become
enthusiastic.

This material shows that the vocabulary consists of several etymological layers. To
the first group belong those words which can be classified as the NH dialect, e.g. amai,

ankkan, cagubai, cangiai, ciryõng, haijaburi, haim, kanna, khokhol, kwangcha'i,
naigul, nodök, õngchi, ösiflmak, painse, phuan, pösai, pukki, pulsulgi, saibi, saigi,
saiwöni, sakkai, sangthong, södap, tibi, øthu (in tothu kogi),wanuru.The word sulgi
'\ilagon' (in pulsulgi) is a case where the &-declension is found, and corresponds to
sure in Seoul. The Middle Korean lpl is kept in cases of saibi and ribi. The form
tothu gives us cause to ponder the development of the internal consonants more
carefully. Considering that the form of the standard Korean, tojaji and twöji are
diminutives of Sino-Kore'àn ton, Ramstedt tried to reconstruct it as either *tojati or
*toírati.216The root of the expression"Asrizcl¡anikkoma" is possibly "asümchantha",
which is attested in the Russian-Korean Dictionary of 1904.277 Originally this developed
from the expression "ansimchi antha"'to feel uneasy (for causing others trouble)', this
is a typical example of the Yukcin subdialect. As for verbs, the finite endings like
-mdung, -pkkuma, -ptöngdung, -ciåi show that they also characteristically represent the

Yukcin subdialect. These pecularities seem to be enough to prove that the language of the
Koryö Saran has basically originated from the Northern Hamgyöng Dialect.
Secondly, from the historical point of view there can be found substrata of the
Jurchen and Manchu languages, Kim Hyóng-gyu, citing Ramstedt's opinion, considers
that the word. emina might have developed from the Tungus form *gmni > -mni (e.9.
gwg1ki-mni'Tungus wife, woman').278 The third group includes loanwords from
Russian, which will be treated infra. The woñ pijigai (< Russian spíchkø) seems to be
rather old, probably from the end of last century. To the fourth group belong words
which have been introduced through those Koreans who came to Central Asia after the
transfer

in

1937, i.e. Koreans from North Korea and Sakhalin. These might be

kisurwön, hoijang, yõpcön, etc. The fifth group includes wonds which have developed
independently in Central Asia after 1937, e.g. khün ttangbaigi 'one who was bom in a
large land', naijichi'one who came from inland' (Sino-Korean naiji'inland'). Finally
loanwords from neighbouring Central Asian languages, mainly Turkic vernaculars, can
be mentioned. In the above list there is no example of this group but this question is also
discussed inlra.
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4.l.2.The Korean language of Tashkent
As mentioned above, King has carried out linguistic field work at the bazaar in Tashkent.
His informant was a middle-aged lady, Mrs. Cen (Ten in Russian) from Tashkenr, who
sold boiled corn and carrots. She did not know her family's place of origin in Korea, but
knew that her father had been born in the F¿r East. King also collected a small amount of

from Mr. Kim Yuriy

Sergeyevich, a major in the Tashkent fire brigade.
Anyway, King's analysis of Tashkent Korean is based almost exclusively on the speech
of Mrs. Cen. Because of this it would be dangerous to make the generalization that Mrs.
Cen's speech represents the language spoken by all Koreans living in Tashkent. But
since M¡s. Cen comes from there, the material collected by King gives a good idea of the
present situation of Tashkent Korean, even if to a somewhat limited extent. According to

material

King, the following features can be 66ssrvsd;279

l) Pronunciation of preconsonantal /// with a strong roll. King mentions
that he usually heard about three flaps and writes it wirh an [rì; e.g. dd3¿
í'agü irgösso 'I read a book yesterday', fargi 'chicken',

tttigi

tlappargan 'very red', nar macl'i 'every day'. This is valid as an
allomorph of the accusative in l-rl ; nci phyõn$ír s.ç¡i¿¿ 'I'm writing a lctter'.
2) Pronunciation of the so-called nasalized -r- : lnli:jl or lnb'jl 'four' (by
Major Kim ), elsewhere pronounced as [ne].
3) Pronunciation of the labiodenlal lvl , even

if it is not as strong as in
English: [ve] 'cucumber'. In the NH dialect it has the form way or woy.
4) King noticed only one long vowel: kú da:me'after that'.
5) New sounds which are alien to Korean: [z'l in bazar 'bazaar', [xl in saxar
'sugar'and [s] in rna.sinø 'car',
6) Some consonant clusters originally also alien to Korean were inEoduced via
Russian loanwords: [otpuskl 'vacation, leave', [stroj ha-J 'to build'.

7) As for the problem of palatalization, King mentions that firstly there is no
initial z- before i orl in Mrs. Cen 's speech, secondly 'velar weakening'
has advanced much further in that both ftl and [nl are losr before -i, thirdly
the Russian phonetic system may have abetted or encouraged palatalization in
Korean, fourthly Mrs. Cen 's speech shows evidence of a (historical) rule of
velar palatalization.

8) Dropping of laterals. Mrs. Cen seems to drop laterals before -kk- , e.g.
haccurakkuma < lln-l cul a-l-kkuntal 'knows how to do (formal)'.
9) The umlaut process is productive, stimulated by the obligatory suffixation of
-l' in nouns: kamd3e < kamd5a +i 'potato', namd3a 'man' but nti namdSti

'my husband' (nä'my').
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10) 'Casemarkers' and postpositions: -i (nominative); -r, -i (accusative);
-n, -nün, -nil and -un (topical particle); -gtä (dative); -e (locative); -só
(ablative); -ru (directive); -i (genitive); mad'i 'every', boda 'than' (in
comparative). The mixed construction is noticed; pab-u tö tloba handa chem
ttõgi boda [rice (acc.) more like than bread than] 'I like rice more than
bread'.
11) Verbal endings: -kku¡na, -d5imt-tlim, -$ida, -ul-o, -so, -tao, -öla, -gessö,
-atta <-assta, -m (finite forms, indicative); -(ü)mdo, -ga, -ja (< -nja), -o,
-na (finite forms, interrogative)i -pso, -göra, -nara, -o, -so, -ge, -d5a, -ke
(finite forms, imperative)i 1'äsõ, -gillö, -golgu, -ta, -tago, -lak ha-, -m 'if ,
-sd'do and...' (converbs); [ajl, [mot], [mo] (negatives).

12) King lists around 180 items of vocabulary,

of which typical NH

dialectical forms a¡e tbe following:

ingge
tlöngge
kõnggesö
misige
sümürltudön
södönlsörün
nödõnlmahün
tutonlsin
yödonlyuksip
irgupton
yadüpton
lnruÍ toban
lallar
sögi, söga
ankka
ttyi
@
mad,funö
a@bä
mdaM
lú
kkitti
semi
ve
p(h)emidori

here

overthere
there (dynamic)

what (thing)?
20
30

40
50

60
70
80

for one year
one day

girl
wife, woman
mother
father's younger sister
father's elder sister
father's younger brother
fathey's elder brother

elder sister of girl
ear
b€a¡d

cucumber
tomato
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oksrúki

com

tkngmwì

soup

nünggü.mì

apple

poksö
I:hoÍ

pcach

yökki

fox

kolc

cat

Mngwri

seB

løsilñ

Sutl¡mn

nnsil
Ifus¡

sand

bean

t¿t

dirt, earth
land, field

màhunknchl

hot pepper

kobunyo$a
mrkofuhanda

aplEttywoman

I love

tu

you2Eo

sweet

tl'iuono
Ilø,ntr,ur tndn? ('old style')

It was cold.
Do you know how to do?
table/ch¡ir

möngnfusajfmnünsaj
lhggo *:køgo tdnggínda.

TVears glasses.

tlqp(u)rÍssö

I threw it away

{ata gaùt.

Let's go to sleep.
Died. (honoroñc)
Life is rough there, isn't it?'

sdagsd nassô
kânggesö

sarg¡Wp@

ruùt

Iæave it!

hãrsöfra

Got angry.

King's matcrial shows that Tashkent Ko¡ean is based on the NH dialect, except for a few
instânc€s: one of the most sriking examples of these non-NH forms ís the numerals with
the suffïxss-dönl-don in the series 20-90. King, agreeing that these are puzzling,
suggests that thc original meaning of l-donlmay be 10 kopeks, or a certain unit of
money (lan 'money'). He mentions a sentence from the Rus¡íøn-Korean Conversations
(Kazan' 1904) to support his opinion: nå llø,l-Iare clnpni imshöge nã-don-ipaslo'[
¡eccivc 40 kopeks n day with meals',281 At this moment it is too early to say whether
King's suggcstion is right or not. This is also a qucstion which awaíts funhcr rcsearch
with morc mat€rÍals.
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4.1.3. Characteristic features found in Korean publications
There are not very many publications in Korean published in Cent¡al Asia. V/ithout doubt
the most important is the newspaper LeninKichi.In addition there are collections of
poems and short stories, nowadays published exclusively in Alma-Ata, and only one or
two volumes a yeal. The Korean language used in these publications can be said to be
almost the same as that of the Korean peninsula, except some words have different
meanings, these have arisen from recent developments. They are mostly socio-economic
and political terms. The orthography in these publications in the main follows that of

North Korea. A few examples are given in the following (in parentheses the form used in
Seoul):

l) Use of lll at the beginning of Sino-Korean words and at the beginning
of the second syllable after a vowel or /n/ in Sino-Korean words (in both
cases this rule concerns only those containing an líl ): llyökpangl 'visit'
(lyökpangl), lþulyull 'rule'(tþuyu| ),lLil 'Yi (family name)'(til).
2) use of lll at the beginning of sino-Korean words in cases other than
those mentioned above: llotongl'labour' (tnotongl), ltai' itt'tomorrow'
(lnai'ilt).
3) Use of lnl at the beginning of Sino-Korean words containing an lil :
( I yöjal ), I nyðn' ganl'annually' ( työn' ganl
I nyõjal
).
"¡r'oman'
4) Differentiation of wönssu 'enemy' and wllnsu'marshal, (wönsu
'enemy; marshal').
But in writing Russian proper names in Han'gü1, Cenral Asian Korean publications use
a different system from the North Korean one (in parentheses Nofh Korean forms):

mossükhúwa'Moscow' (mossükhúba),usübekhú'uzbek' (ujübekhü), kkasahüssüttan 'Kazakhstan' (khajahüssfrnan), Besides this, Central Asian Korean publications
to some extent use expressions peculiar to the NH (in parentheses seoul forms):

l)

Use

of the form in -p-

of

irregular' verbs: nubõssfa ,lay down'

(nuwössta¡.zaz

2) Different lexical items: cogaåj 'shell' (cogai),283 naigul
(yön'gi),zsa uthoi '¡hickness' (tukke),2*s ankkani 'wife' þuin).

'smoke'

3) Use of double case endings: ankkaníga 'wife' (nom.).280

4) Use of different case ending: nanün onül pakssine myojiro
kasstawasstanda 'You know,

I

have been to the grave

of Mr. pak today'

(mYojis).2at

5) Use of wol for the meaning of 'month,: tu wöl'two months, (fa
tal)'288 wöllyök'calendar' (tallyök)'
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6) Certain verbal

endings: -kkr,unan, -kkoma (finite forms, affirmative),
-mdung ? ( -pnikka? ), -pte ? ( -nünj iyo? ).28e

7) Some verbs: saing gak khiuda (literally, 'to raise thought') > 'to come
to mind' (sainggak nada), e.g. kü namjaga saínggak khiuda 'That man
¡taiwöjuda'to teach' (karüchídt ¡,zet
^in¿',29o
8) Different use of numerals: Iutnillion 'many millions' (subaigman).292

comes to

9) Use of the causative form in -u- : carai'uda 'to bring up (children)'from
carada 'to grow up' (khiuda ),293 para|uda 'to send offl from paraida
'to see

off

(ponaida).zg¿

4.2. Influence of the Russian language

It

has already been stated that a substantial amount ofRussian vocabulary infîltrated the

daily language of Koreans in the Maritime Region.2gs This phenomenon became
apparent especially in the field of political and social terminology in the 1920s when
books were published in Korean and the struggle for eradicating illiteracy was waged.
It is not so simple to measure the influence of Russian on Central Asiatic Korean

for several reasons. Firstly, the'literary language of the Koryö Saram', which the
language used in Lenín Kichi can with good reason be considered to represent, is not at
all supported by regular education in the mother rongue. Secondly, the conception of
mother tongue becomes more ambiguous as a result

of

increasing intermarriage between
different nationalities. Thirdly, the use of Korean as the mother tongue differs very much
according to generation, place, occupation, etc. Besides these things, very few studies on
this matter are available. There are, of course, pure Koreans with Korean names, who no

longer speak Korean. These Koreans generally consider Russian their mother tongue.
There a¡e also individuals who use Russian or some other language at work but speak
Korean at home. Theoretically it can be assumed that there are Koreans who speak
Korean both at home and at work. Of these three cases the most evident is the second
one. That is why it has to be taken it as an example, when speaking about the influence of
Russian upon the Korean used by the Koryä Saram.

4.2.1. Normal conversations
The phenomenon of mixture is evident when Koreans converse among themselves. In the
following, some examples of this are given:296

l) V/hen speaking in Russian
öcce tak pozdno prishel?

Iloueuy rar( nogÃwo npnae^?
113
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'V/hy did you come so late?'

Kyrõnde, onyl vy chitali vystuplenie N.S. Khrushcheva?

Kcraru, cero,nItß BBI urITa^$ ELIaTyII^aIIHa

H.C.

Xpygeea?

'By the way, did you read Khrushchev's speech today?'
In other words, in Russian sentences Korean words (in bold face) are also used.
2) When speaking in Korean

Ya, ky vtoroy ryadye meslo innya?

Ecrs

rau

Ha BTopoM peÃy

uecro?

'Hey, is there a place in the second row?'

Yiyöja cõ namjary lyubíry hakkumø.

9ra xeutgawa

roro Myx(quwy.

'This woman loves^ro6ar
that man.'
In these examples, Russian words for second, row, place and love are used instead of
Korean.
It is not easy to determine into which category of mixed language these sentence
types can be classified. It cannot really be called creolization because in both cases the
syntax is clearly either Russian or Korean with the majority of lexical items from one of
these two languages. This kind of use is not limited to any one group of people in the
Korean community in central Asia. The first case represents a certain type of hybrid
Russian. It is noticeable that only the words emphasized are spoken in Korcan. As for the
latter case, such a phenomenon is commonly found among minority peoples in different
countries.29?

The use of Russian words does not always mean that corresponding Korean words
are lacking. It seems that a difference in the choice of words between the older and
younger generations can be observed. The following examples may be quoted:298
l) Older generation

Ne uri kkolhojü sangjöme kasõ kobún sìnbal han tidül ssawassta.
'I went to our kolkhoz store and bought a pair of pretty shoes.'
2)Younger gena¡ation

Ne uri kkolhojü magajin ka kobün ltuphüllírüI ssqv¿sls¡s.2ee
This shows that an idea is expressed in two different ways according to generation. The
difference lies in the choice of vocabulary, i.e. younger people prefer to use more
Russian words.

Kim O. mentions that Koreans do not

speak Russian equally well. For example, the
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older generation (older than 65 years) and child¡en before school age speak it poorly, but
youngsters and child¡en attending school have a good knowledge of it and prefer to
converse in Russian with each other. Typical mistakes made by Koreans are a result of
differences in grammatical constructions between the two languages. Kim O. gives the

following examples:

l)

Older generation:

Moya ego í znai. 'fl,

ero He oHaIô.'

'I don't know him.'
Ego lyudí tak govori esi. '0H TaK

roBopl{À.'

'He said so.'
2) Children before school age;

Yakukla, MoR xyx.na.'
'My doll.'
(answer to the question Ch'ya kukla? qbg KyK^â?', 'Whose doll?)
The absence of possessive pronouns in Korean leads the to mixed use of the Russian
ones in the latter case. The use of ega lyudi in the place of on is caused by the fact that
in Korean there are no fixed pronouns as in Russian, and for the third person the
expression kú saram 'that man' is used. The expression ego lyudi is a direct translation
of the Korean kü saram. As for the verbal conjugation and negation, the Korean forms
a¡e used. This is the so-called Primor'ye pidgin based on Russian, which has been used
in conversation between local people and Russians.3û)

4.2.2. Russian loanwords
Russian loanwords can be divided into two categories according to the time when they

were borrowed into Korean; namely, words borrowed before and after 1937. If we
consider 1862 as the year of immigration of Koreans into the Russian Far East, the first
phase is the period from 1862 to 1937 while the second phase begins in 1937 and is still
continuing now. Russian loanwords consist chiefly of terms concerning politics, society,
technology, agriculture and culture, etc. The number of Russian loanwords in the
language of the Koryö Saram is estimated to be at least 300, but it is believed that this
number is continuously increasing. The following examples of Russian loanwords are
grouped according to their semantic field:

l)

rWords from the field of politics and society
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Korean word

Meaning

Russian word

agûregathü

aggIegate

arperaT

akkajemíya

academy

aKa.{eMI{¡I

akthú

act

apnobussü

bus

assþhalthü

asphalt

aßT
aBTo6yc
acoa^bT

ccarí

tsar

ccehü

work division

cceremnkhü

(towerl chamber

ccúigan

gipsy
jumper

cemppeni

gaPt
gex
TepeMoK
gL¡raH

ÃxeMrrep

trunk, large box
instructor

qeMoÀaH

KpyxoK

l,*,amppaniya

small team
fclom
(organized) movement

kkaphe

café

xaoe

kkassetta

cassette

xacceTa

kkolhosú.

collective farm, kolkhoz
group of enterprises

xo^xo3

stewed fnrit, compote

KOMNOT

clæmodan

ínssüttúrukttorit
khürusokhlt
kkøbínyethü

kkombínathú
kkomppothü

rrHcTpyKToP
I(A6I{HêT
KAMIIAHUg

KOM6!ÍHAT

kkonkki

skates

KOHbKI¿

kkophe
lairuppa

coffee

KOoe

group

rPynra

lakl<ctta

missile

paKeTa

lentu

Îâpe

AEHTA

ltbülli

rouble

py6^Ë

mnÍkka

vest, T-shirt

mottoccikhül
narükka

motorcycle

mink

MAüKA
MOTogr4K^
HoPKa

parankka

ring-shaped roll

6apauxa

wa

base; cenEe

6asa

Intton

long loaf

6arox

planitrukhü

small sack-shaped apron
used for picking cotton

oaPryK

p¡nranþ

yashmak

napaH¡xa

pparutctsan

partisan

naPTr{3aH

pparucc,ya

detachment, party

napTr{a
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wük]ú

parking place

fiapx

Wbnnü
plroglt

pionecr

frrroH6P

pie

mrpor

wüllaccûe

T¡J\ATBE

pullochül*a

drcs¡
plncad
pþnum
roll (of brcad)

pfillokhû

bloc

6¡or

püIhtsükika

blouse

pûr¡eada

wmking group

6ayoxa
6pnra¿a

fu¡sqiirü

higadsAeåd€r
bourgcois

6puraaup
6ypxya

sshünúrtt

chess

tItAXMâTTI

sal¡knrlú

jacket

¡asfü¡ti

draughts

xaßeT
¡rauB¡l(pt.)

tolf"oIIadü

chocolate

üoßoÀaê4

sswttbo

samba-wrestling

caM60

ssekcNya

scctÍon

cexglla

ssessþ

session

ceccfi.f,

ssophosú

natíonal farm, sovlfioz

coBNo0

ssulwi

dried crust

cyxaPË

ssülþothü

meating

frûkÃst

ûr¡ri

CJ\ëT
TANCI{

fiorfühü
frnessüthü
wedüro

cakc, pastry

buclat

ToPT
TPecT
Eê¡PO

wílklka

fork

EHÀI(A

wÍmppel
wútanln

frcnnant

BlIMfIEA

vÍtamin

EHTAMI{H

Wlkka
yllochüklca

firulee

ë¡xa
ëroqxa

ywørü

hurnor¡r

þMoP

apoordion

asBoP.4eoH

champion
short cxercise

qeMnI{oH
ÐTþÃ

stage

ÐcTPa14a

hockcy

xoxßêü

wüllal¡kathü
ppilllerunt

yrltsw

2)

\\tods

uust (in oconomy)

firtcc

(diminutive)

II,taßaT
nJ\eHyM

dyaovxa

frrom the fïcld of culturc

úkorfidcon
clunppion
eccytúil
essü¡türfu
Ilø.l:ke¡
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inccelligenchìya

intelligentsia

intterilwiyu

interview
guitar

kinara

kkakttusü
kkoncherüthü
kkongkkuritssü

cactus

kl<onpherenchiya

küraphikhü

conference
graph

hiraphíkka

drawing

leppen\ttwrü

repertoire

lepponittasü

report
rhythm
skis

lidüm
lüisi
ocherúkhit

concen
contest

uHTe^J\ïreHgr{.s
üHTepBbþ
rr{Tapa
¡(aKTyc
RoHgepT
I(oH¡(yPc
r(oHÕepeHgr{s

rpaouK
rpaûr{Ka
PerepTyaP
PenopTax
pr{TM

essay

AHx(}I
oqePx

wyan

(Russian) accordion

6a.s¡r

phellyetton
phondít
pluilleitta

topical satire

0e^beToH

fund
flute

0oHÀ

0^eüTa

ppaphossü

pathos

IIaüoc

ppelliklran
ppüllasítna
ppitrogúramtru

pelican

¡IEAI¿KAH

plasma

sanûrít

geffe

ssímphosiun
ssltccetari

symposium

sport

II^aoMa
IIPorpaMMa
xaHP
clfMIIo3uyM
cgeHaPr{ü
cT¡{^Ë
cKptrrrKa
cnopT

syusethü

subject

cþxeT

ttercni

tenor

ttúrenyerú

trainer

TeHoP
TpeHeP

wirussü

virus

Br{pyc

pfogfâ¡nme

scena¡io

ssûccil

style

ssítkhüripkka

violin

ssüpporûthü

3) Words from the field of agriculrure

ccenttimlerü
hüllebü
lækttarit
kkn¡nbain

c€ntner

geHTHeP

brcad

x^e6

hectare

rer(Tap

combine

KOM6AüH
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lukhit

onion

lyucherüna

luceme

^yK
J\þgePHa

morükkowi

calTot

MOPKOBb

obülleppilø

sea buckthorn

o6^ennxa

phanyera

vaneer

pherítna

farm, breeding place

0aHePa
0ePMa

ppomidorit
punkkerit

tomato

noMnÄoP

bunker

6yuxep

ssenassü

grass hermetically dried

ssillosü

in depository for fodder
silo

ceHax
cü^oc

SSUUU

cheese

cBrP

uchassüttokhit

cultivated land, plot

yrracroK

4) Words from the field of technology

apparatlui
arluruûilra
ccementhú
ellewanorú
energiya
kkalloriya
kkeramikka
kkillomeuúrü
kkitlowathü
kkomppiyutterü
kkonweiyerü
massüccerü
melønikhü
mettürü
milliarüdù
millimettürít
millíon
nassossÍ
petton
ppudfi
ssüttendü
teppo
nhrakttoro
nwübina

appamtus

equipment

annapaTyc
aPMaTyPa

lift (for freight)

geMeHT
9^eBaTOP

energy

sHeprus

calorie

Ka^oPH.a

ceramics

KePaMr{K

kilornetre

xn^oMeTp

kilowatt

KI{AOBATT

computer

r(oMnbþTep

conveyor

KOHBeüep

master, expert

MacTep

mechanic

MEXAHI,fK

rneEe

MeTp

millia¡d

MII^^nap.{

millimere
million

MU^^IrMeTP
Mr{^^t40H

pump

Hacoc

cement

concrete (for building)

6erou

pud (16,38 kg)

Íya

stand (fordisplaying)

CTEHÀ

garage, workshop

Äeno

Eactor

TpaKTop
Typ6r{Ha

tu¡bine
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5) Names of cities and countries

aphinüi

Athens

apssünüriya

Ausuia

arügenccira

Argentina

A¡uuu
Aacrpua
ApreHruua

inillanjiya

Ireland

I4pt.'avzua

issüllanjiya

Iceland

l<ollanjiya

Holland

lÅc¡.asÃus,
I.oå,^aHÃus

pparßil

Pa¡is

IIapnx

ppolsa

Poland

sonfrlhnjiya
ssükkiphú

Scotland

IIorr¡¡ua
IIIor¡aH.qus
Cxu¡
AaHua
Typgna
BeHrpu.f,
Eapoua

Scythia

tnníW

Denma¡k

nurúcciya

wenggüriya

Turkey
Hungary

yebiroppa

Europe

In these loanwords the following features can be noticed:
1) Ttre pruagogic vowel ¡i is added at the end of syllables to avoid consonant
clusters. Words ending in a single consonant, except in -1, -m or -n, also
require an additional li.
2) The Russian voiceless stops are written with double consonants in Korean,
while the voiced ones are written with simple consonants.

3) Korean aspirated consonats are used to write the final È and r of
Russian words, Russian/ is replaced by Korean på. In cases of Russian
kr- and tl-, Korean ftå- is used.
4) The Russian sibilants, i.e. z,zh, s, så and affricates, i.e. cand ch,are
expressed by J, s, ss, J, cc and ch respectively in Korean. Korean cc is also
used to render the Russian palatalized te and ti.

4.2.3. Russian ways of expression

of Russian is not only limited to the vocabulary, but can also be observed
in various expressions, especially in the use of verbs. In many cases expressions are
directly translated from Russian into Korean, and become established. The following
The influence

examples can be mentioned (the standa¡d Korean form is given in parentheses):

l)

cumogitl tollída 'to pay

¿¡1s¡116¡'301 <

o6paturb

BHBMaHHe

(cu¡nogül lnda)

2) sönggwarítl cuössta '(It) gave ¿ ¡ssul¡'302 <
120

ÄaTb pegy^bTaT
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(songgwarill kajyö oda)

3) nyön'güm sainghwallo nagada303 '¡e retire on a pension'
< nepeüTl{ I{a uetrcuþ (nyön'gían sainghware lürögafu)
4) yökharill nolda 'to play a ¡qls'304 < üFparb po^b (norüsül
hada)

5) sahhmathfirúl nolda 'to play çþess'305 <

urparb B

uaxMarËI

(canggirítl tuda)
6) canyödürege kodüng císigltl cuda'to give children higher sduçn¡i6¡'306 q
.{aTb .[eTsM BLIuee o6pasoBaHne rcany¿tdúrege kodüng kyoyugül

síkhìda),
The use ofthe conditional converb in -myön has partly changed. In standard Korean it
is almost exclusively used in the sense of condition, but in Cenral Asian Korean it is also
used in the sense of comparison, very possibly due to Russian influence:
1939 nyõne usithekkissítttanesonün 1000 myõngdang 4 myöng'í kodüng
þoyugítl padassko 5l myõng'i cungdüng þoyugúl padasstamyön 1979

nyðne silsidoin in' gu cosa'e üihamyõn kodúng þoyukkwa cundüngmich
cönmun cungdítng þoyugítl padün saramdítri kakkak 1000 myõngdang 58
myöng, 348 myöng iyössüpnida3o7
'If, in 1939, out of 1,000 people, 4 received higher education and 5l middle
education in Uzbekistan, according to the 1979 census it became apparent that
the corresponding numbers were 58 and 348 respectively.'
In this case another verbal ending, -(il)n daisin, would be used in standard Korean.
Another new aspect in this connection is the application of the western-style 3-digit way
of calculation, the Korean word rnan '10,000' is replaced by I0 chön '10 thousand',
and 10 man '1O0,000' by 100 chön'100 thousand'. This method appears to have
arisen through Russian influence. As a result of this the Korean word ¡na¿ has
seemingly disappeared as a unit of calculation.
4.3. Vocabulary borrowed from Turkic languages
The movement of Koreans to Central Asia in 1937 introduced a third element into their
language besides Russian. This element includes Kazakh, Uzbek, Kirgiz, Turkmen and
Tadzhik, etc. according to the area where Koreans happen to live. Dzharylgasinova
mentions that almost all Koreans who have attended local schools can speak a third
language, e.g. Karakalpak, Uzbek or Kazakh.308 Since Turks have a different life style
and customs, Koreans naturally borrowed such expressions for which their language has
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no suitable equivalent. On the other hand, presumably Korean might in its turn give
\rrords to the neighbouring Turkic languages, a study of which, however, has not yet
been carried out. It is also difficult to know how extensively Turkic words are used and
how deeply they have tâken root in Central Asiatic Korean. The estimated number of
Turkic loanwords in Korean is around 30, although this number is probably increasing.
In the following, Turkic loanwords attested in Korean publications in Central Asia are
given:

L) akka 'uncle' (< kaz. aga); yakkobü akka 'uncle Jacob';
malhaisstamyõn 'if uncle Nicholas has said'

nikkolai

akkaga

309

2) aksakkal, original meaning 'white beard', then 'white-haired old man', 'village
elder'310
3) aPPa 'aunt' (< kaz. aba)3tr
4) chaihana'teahouse' 312
5) hasarü 'collective helP'3ll
6) íchigi, originally 'women's felt overcoat for winter', now seemingly 'lambskin
gþggg'314

7\ kkethümen: Middle Turkic ktitmän'shovel', in present-day Turkic languages 'hook'
or 'hoe'. The Korean form does not reveal the donor language. The meaning differs
perhaps according to the language from which it has been þe¡¡s1arsd.315
8) kkisütlakhtÍ 'village', Turkic kishlak 'winter camp', possibly borrowed through
means 'Central Asiatic village' in general 316
9) mahattya 'dwelling quarter', an Arabic word inúoduced into Central Asiatic Korean
through Turkic, possibly Uzbek3l?
10) mannùi 'bun stuffed with seasoned meat and vegetables', Koreans in Korea enjoy
the same food in various forms, and it is calledmandu in standa¡d Korean, but in the
Russian, where

Kttüf^aK

Northern Hamgyðng dialect, e.g. manthu, manthi, painse, pensyei the form used in
Central Asiatic Korean seems to have been borrowed from the Kaz¿rkh form mant3tS
ll) ssûirúmakhü: "The ssúirúmakhü (lambskin carpet) which was made by Nagim
Omargaliyeva, a genius of the Sovkhoz named after the Communist Youth League of
Kazakhstan, even impressed the aksakal ('village elder').The white ssúirúmakhit
woven by her talented hands were matchlessly þs¿u¡if¡1."319 This word seems not to
have become established yet, because nn explanation was given in parentheses.

doira); since the word toira is alien to Central Asiatic
Koreans, the Korean word meaning 'drum' is usually added: toíra puksori'the sound of
do i r a (liter úly' the do i ra dru m') 320
13) nauttekke, possibly borrowed from Kazakh tauteki'wild goat' (lau 'mountain',
12) toira 'tambourine' (< Uzb.
-

tekö'goat')321
14) ttoi'party', from the written materials available in Korean it cannot be confirmed
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whether the word means particularly 'wedding party' as it does in Turkic languages322
15) tusüman originally 'enemy', in Cennal Asiatic Korean often used in texts about the

Soviet army in Afghanistan denoting the Muslim rebels; possibly borrowed from the
Uzbek form dushman323
16) tuttøra 'two-stringed guitar' (< Kaz, dudar).32t

There a¡e also Turkish loanwords in Central Asiatic Korean whose meanings are
explained in Korean after the words. Probably this means that such words are not yet
widely used. Some example:

ssakssaul 'Salsola arbustris'

(< Uzb. søksaul ); cf. Kaz. sciksöül 'der

Saksaul (ein Baurn)'325

tossûittitikhú'friendship' (< Kaz. dosrykp2e
tasüllakhü 'stony land'(< Uzb. toshlok)321

A considerable number of words of Turkic origin, which were borrowed long ago
through Russian, are found in Central Asiatic Korean
Korean

meaning

Russian

aul

ay^

ccyubecceikka

aul, village
(embroidered) skullcap

chaban

shepherd

qa6aH

chirara

plane (ree)

fTHHAP

kkenaphít

kenaf

KeÊraí

kkumítissù.

koumiss

KyMNc

lapsa

noodles

pparanja

veil of Muslim women
Siberian meat dumplings
yurt

ppelmeni
yurütta

It

:

TIO6ETErtKA

^anua
rrapaHÐKa
Ee^bMeHH (pl.)
topTa

seems to take quite a long time for Koreans to adopt new words and for them to

become established in daily usage, e.g. the vocnbulary necessary after thc Koreans began
to have contacts with herding, which hitherto had been completely unfamiliar to them.

Kim O. mentions that some names of Uzbek dishes are widely used among the Koryõ
$svam.328 Describing Kazøkhisms in Korean, Khasanov explains how Koreans
pronounce Kazakh words. For example, Koreans replace the Kazakh phonemes s and å
with s and p respectively: chaban 'herd' - chapan, besbarmak 'aBPaaMoBo

ê{epe8o'- pesibarmaky, Ush-Tobe (name of city)- Ustobe. Koreans use &,t to
represent the Kazakh uvular qi qurt 'worm' - kkurtú and aqyn'poet' - akkún, etc,
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Korean also has the dental nasal sound n, but Koreans pronounce the Kazakh word final
,r as ng: ayran'a cool drink made of yoghurt and water' - ayrang and shaytan'Satan'
- saytang.3z9 The influence of neighbouring languages can probably also be found in
morphology. In Turkic languages, in order to emphasize some adjectives, particularly
terms related to colours, the first syllable is reduplicated. Perhaps under this influence the
new Korean expression sairok sairoun 'brand new' (sairoun 'new') developed.330 The
instablility of the Turkic influence upon Korean is also evinced in transliterations of
Turkic words into Korean, e.g. pahûpahúccinssûkki or pakpakccinssükki for rhe
Bakbaktinskiy Sovkhoz. 33t

The influence of Korean upon neighbouring Turkic languages begins to be discernible among the local people in daily life. This mainly concerns terms for Korean
dishes, e.g. in Kazakhstan: gtåsi 'Korean noodle', hãzaburi 'a kind of bread made of
sunflower seed powder with flour', zimchi 'kimchi (Korean seasoned pickles)'.332
Characteristically these words represent forms of the Northem Hamgyong dialect. The
situation in Uzbekistan is believed to be similiar because some Korean dishes, including
kimchi, are sold in market places in Tashkent and Samarkand.
In the future it is to be expected that Central Asiatic Korean will borrow many new
words from neighbouring languages and that also changes in grammar will occur. In
such a trilingual situation a mixing of the different languages is quite understandable.
This phenomenon is still more prominent when a speaker has a weak knowledge of his
mother tongue and only rare opportunities to use it.333 Occasionally Central Asiatic
Korean may differ from that of the Korean peninsula to such an extent that mutual
comprehension is affected,
4.4. Education in the Korean language

4.4.1. Situation before 1937 and in the 1940s
Before the Eansfer to Central Asia in 1937, Koreans were able to develop education in
their mother tongue considerably. From 1923 Koreans in the F¿u East received education
in their language and alphabet under the new socialist system. This required a unified

orthography for the Soviet Koreans, which was formed after several meetings in
1930.334 At the same time a large-scale campaign was carried out to eliminate illiteracy
among Koreans, especially wsrns¡.335 Textbooks and other books for the general reader
were published in the new orthography in the 1930s. For this reason, the early 1930s can

of enlightenn'¡ent for Soviet Koreans. Accordingly, the level of
their education rose in the Far East, as the following figures on educational institutions
well show (in parentheses the number of pupils):336
be considered a period
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- elementary schools

r32(11,473)

- middle schools

t8 (2,742)

- high schools
- pedagogical special schools
- pcdagogical labour schools
- pegagogical institutes
- rcading rooms
- clubs
- party schools
- ncwspapors

3

I
I

I
57

t2
I

I

If we assume that there were around 200,000 Koreans in the middle of the 1930s in the
Far East, the number of people who attended schools is almost 8-107o of the whole
population.

It is still not possible to find material about the educational situation of Koreans,
especially concerning education in the mother tongue, immediately after the 1937
transfer. Kye Pong-u mentions in his manuscript of 1948 that the education of Koreans
took place in Russian during the preceding ten years in Kazakhstan. According to Kye, a
Korean language textbook intended for fifth year schoolchildren was compiled in
Uzbekistan in 1947. Soon after this, while living in Kzyl-Orda in January 1947, Kye
was asked to compile a Korean reader for schools by an official from the Ministry of
Education of Kazakhstan. Kye made a plan for teaching Korean to 5th-10th year
schoolchildren and begnn to write accordingly. But suddenly, presumably as early as in
1947, the courses stopped and the textbook plan was shelved. Kye asks

:

"Why had this question arisen so suddenly and vanished so silently? I could only wonder
whY"'337

His manuscript reveals that at least in the 1940s there had been Korean schools in
Kazakhstan, but it is not clea¡ how many and for how long they had existed, because
generally Koreans had settled among other nationalities and were widely scattered. It can
also be assumed that in the first half of the 1940s the Soviet authorities would not have

at schools in Central Asia due to the War.
Kye's manuscript thus explains that after the rWar the problem of Korean language
had time to think about the teaching of Korean

courses would have been treated on a republic level

.

4.4.2. Present situation

It is not clear whether Kye means a total abolition of Korean language courses or not.
Anyway, at least in Uzbekistan the teaching

of Korean

has

continued at schools even in

the 1960s, judging from the textbook Cosõnö Kyogwasö with an edition of 20,000
copies, published by Kim Nam-sök and M. Khegay. It was intended for children of the
3rd-4th grades, i.e. pupils 9- l0 years of age. With a total of 175 pages the book consisrs
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of two parts: one for the third and the other for the fourth grade, with 65 lessons
altogether. Each lesson takes almost one page, and a nine page Korean'Russian
Glossary is appended. This seems to be the only textbook ever published in Soviet
Central Asia for Korean language courses at schools. Judging from this, it appears that
Korean is not uught to child¡en other than in the third and fourth grades.
Li Nadezhda, who has been working as a teacher of Korean and Russian at the No.
213 school of the City of Tashkent for almost 25 years, reveals the position of Korean
courses in some Tashkent schools in a touching article in Lenin Kichi entitled 'Z¿r1
Trust and l,tl/6i¡",338 She became a teacher after having been greatly impressed by her
own Korean teacher, Kim Nam-sök while she was in the fourth grade of the same school
where she is now working. She remembers her teacher as follows:
"Every day he patiently encouragcd pupils to lovc thcir molher tongue and taught that
language is thc spirit of a people and the base of the culture and an for cach nation."

Upon the advice ofher teacher, Li organized a Korean Language Club at her school. She
continues about the activities of this club (kruzhok ):
"All the pupils of our school belong to the kruzhok. At the kruzhok pupils read old
Korean texß, translaæ úcm into Russian, recite poems, leam national dances, act short plays
and publish posters. A fcw ycars ago we took part in a television programme called "tile
Are Internation¿ûsr". This was vcry interesting. The children were very happy preparing
national costumes, singing Korean songs and dancing Korean dances."

Contrary to this, Korean cannot be taught in the No. 215 and No. 218 schools due to the
unavailability of teachers. For this reason, the educational department of the City of
Tashkent appointed Li Nadezhda as teacher of Korean at the No. 21 8 school too, but she
had to leave after a year being overburdened with work. She asked the question "Is This
Tolerable?" after having stated that the knowledge of Korean of the pupils at the No.
218 school, where each class included around 10-15 Kore¿rn pupils, was very low, and
she wondered the reason for

it. She tries to explain the present situation in the following

words:
"Just as all mattcrs cvoke questions lo be answercd and defects to be coûected, so I also have
difficulties and problems in my work. Fint of all the textbook is completely unavailable
since it has not been republished a single úme during the l8 ycars afte¡ its first printing.
Bcsides this we have a shortage of other textbooks, manuals and records for teaching,

dictionaries and literary works..."

Li

seems to have called her article

"I¿¡t

Trust

andWait" just for this reason.

After Li's article had been published, the Ministry of Education of Uzbekistan issued

¡t¡t ¡mguç¡is¡;339
"A 36-hour scminar will bc hcld at the beginning of the 1983-1984 school year at the
Tashkent Oblast Teacher's Training Institute for teachers of Korean. Questions about the
improvement of teaching metl¡ods for Korean will be discussed at the semina¡.
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It is planned that in

1985 â tcxtbook of Korean for pupils in the third and fourth grades
(authors: Kim Nam-sök and M. Khegay) and a short desøiption of the Korean language will
be published.

Thc Ministry of Education of Uzbekisun gave instructions to the City and thc Oblast
Teachers'Training Institute to organize a group which will plan tcaching methods for
Korean language teåchers in Tashkent and Tashkent Oblast..."

We do not have any information about whether the above-mentioned seminâr was held
and whether the textbook in question was published or not. Li Nadezhda's article is
almost unique about the situation of Korean language courses in Uzbekistan in the 1980s.
After Li 's article it is very rare that anything can be found in Lenin Kichi which might
shed some light on this problem. Recently it was reported that teachers of Korean are
educated at the department of Korean language and literature at the Tashkent Pedagogical
Institute named úter Nizami.340 l-Jowever, it is understood that this is planned to train
teachers not only of Korean, but also of Russian.34l The department was apparently
established around 1955, and now Kang Vladimir, who replaced Kim Pyöng-su, is
working there as a teacher. The degree requires 5 years of study and the curriculum has
sometimes even included classical Korean works.

At this moment there

are around 20 students studying Korean there. However,

education is almost at elementary school level, because the students have probably not, or

at most in name only, received education in Korean at school, before entering the
institute. It is known that there is a shortage of teaching materials and that the teacher,
Kang V.F., who is in his 60s, is from Sakhalin, which means that among Koreans in
Cennal Asia it is no longer easy to find a'suitable teacher. One may ask at which schools
the present students will be able to teach Korean when they graduate from the institute. Is
it planned that they teach more Russian than Korean, as Korean textbooks for children
a¡e almost unavailable? This might be likely.

At how many schools, then, is Korean taught in Uzbekistan, and is it compulsory?
There are no reliable sources available. At least it can be assumed that at those schools
where Korean children are relatively numerous, the language might be taught. Besides
the schools mentioned above in Li Nadezhda's article, Korean is taught at the No. l9
school named after Frunze on the Politotdel Kolkhoz in the Kommunisticheskiy
Rayon.342 It is also reported that at the No. 16 middle school of the same rayon in
Tashkent Oblast, Choi Aleksey Antonovich teaches Korean even though he is now a
pensione¡.343 At the school of the Kolkhoz named af¡er Kim Pyöng-hta near Tashkent,
Korean has presumably no longer been compulsory since the beginning of the 1970s.3ø
This means that education in Korean is diminishing rapidly. This would also be the
reason why the textbook, Cosönö Kyogwasö, is not reprinted.
But the situation in Kazakhstan seems to be different from that in Uzbekistan.
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According to materials available so far, it seems that there is no Korean school nor is
Korean taught in Kazakhstan at present.345 How, then, can this situation be explained
taking into account that Alma-Ata, the capital of Kazakhstan, is known to be the cultural
centre of the Koryõ Saram'! It is in Alma-Ata thar the Korean newspaper is published,
the Korean Theatre is working and radio programmes in Korean are broadcast. So,
where are people found who are capable of doing work that requires a good command of
Korean? what is the reason for so abruptly stopping the teaching of Korean in the l94os?
Did Kazakhstan pursue a different educational policy towards its minorities? We do not
yet have reliable answers to these questions.
The present situation of Korean courses in Kazakhstan is well shown in the round-

table dialogue which was arranged by Prostor, Organ of the union of Kazakhstan
writers on Literature, Art and social Economy: on this occasion Han Cin, a Korean
writer, spoke

as follows:34ó

"Korcan is not taught anywhere to youngsters nor to adults, and specialists on Korean
culture arc not educatcd at school nor at university. For the timc being, Sovict literaturc is
created in 78 languages but a real dangcr cxists that in the ncar future it will be written
in 77 languages."

Who bears responsibility for the present situation of the teaching of Korean in Central
Asia? Are the Soviet authorities alone responsible for it? Do Cenral Asiatic Koreans also
have to carry responsibility for it to some extent? In the situation when Koreans were
transferred and scattered over a large area, the most important thing was to survive rather
than to preserve their identity. It is quite probable rhat the Koryõ Saramhad to pay more

attention to Russian than to Korean in order to manage in Soviet society where Korean
has almost no signifîcance. Statistics also show that the Koryö Saram speak Russian
best among Central Asian nationalities the percentage being 44.4vo, cf. e.g. Kazakh

2.0vo,uzbek o.6vo,Kirgiz 0.570.347 This is high even among other narionatities of the
soviet union, cf. Jews 83.3vo, Greeks 56,BVo, Karelians 44.lvo, Germans 42.6vo,
Bulgarians 29.77o, Mordvins 27.47o, etc,
In other words, it can be said that the Koryo Saram have been more interested in
individual success in society than in saving the Korean language. Politically the fact that
Koreans do not form any kind of autonomous administrative unit, e.g. an autonomous
region or a republic, might have had an effect on this matter. There is also a theory that
the Koreans themselves did not \¡r'ant to form their own separate administrative unit,
insisting that by doing so, success in life would be limited only to that region. This seems
not to b tue if one considers the case of the Korean minority in China. According to the
1982 census, the number of Koreans in china was 1,765.204, of which more than 427o
live in the Yanbian Korean Autonomous District. Besides this, Koreans have the
Changbai Korean Autonomous Xian. The remainder is scattered mainly in the three socalled Nonh-East Provinces (Heilongjiang, Jilin, Liaoning), Inner Mongolia, and major
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cities like Beijing, Shanghai, etc.348 Jn the autonomous district and xian, the first official
language is Korean and Koreans have their own educational institutions from primary
schools to university. Korean students as well as other minorities in China can take the
university entrance examination in their mother tongue.34g At least 38 different magazines
were published in Korean in 1986, which does not include internal magazines published
by the Yanbian University and other cultural institutions. It is known that Koreans are
educationally superior in comparison with the Han nationality (i.e. the Chinese proper) as
well as with other minorities in China. It would not be ân exaggeration to presume that if
Koreans in Soviet Central Asia had their own autonomous unit, the situation of their
language would be completely different from the present one, nor would they lose the
possibility of working equally with other nationalities.
It is difficult to speak with any certainty about the development of the Korean
literary language in the Soviet [J¡ie¡.3so Koreans there receive their education and write
in Russian, and Russian is spoken at work, so actually the literary language of Koreans
is Russian. Consequently, the use of Korean is confined to homes, to areas where
Koreans live more densely and to schools where the language is taught. Whether Korean
will fade away in the future or not is completely dependent on the readiness and decision
of the Soviet authorities to develop education in it.
4.5. The Korean newspaper Lenin Kichi

There are two Korean language ne\ryspapers in the Soviet Union: rhe interrepublican
Lenin Kichi'The Flag of Lenin', and Leninúi Krl/o 'Along the Way of Lenin', Organ
of the Party Committee of Sakhalin Qþ16¡.3s1
4.5.1. History and present situation

Before the October Revolution, various Korean newspapers, e.g. Haijo Sinmun,
Taidong Kongbo, were published in the Far East, mainly in Vladivostok. These
newspapers played an imponant role not only in distributing news abour Koreans but
also in increasing their general level of civilization and in forwarding the struggle against
the Japanese occupation ofKorea. However, none ofthese newspapers continued to be
published after the October Revolution. In accordance with the formation of the Soviet

Union, a new Korean newspaper, Sönbong'Vanguard', began to appear from March,
1923, at the beginning in Vladivostok (cf. ill. 27). It was the Organ of rhe Korean
Section of the Provincial Committee of the Russian Communist Party (Opran
Kopcexgnu fy6roua PKII). At first it was written vertically from right to left, bur
purely in Han'gü1.
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1929, Sõnbong was published in Khabarovsk as an Organ of
the F¿u Eastern Territory Committee of the All-Union Commt¡nist Party (Bolshevik) and

Probably stârting

in

the Far Eastern Territory Committee of the Association of Trade Unions [OpraH
(cf. ill.28). Itwas written
horizontally from left to right, appearing at this time twice a week. Only a little later,
probably from 1930, it was published every other day. By 1932 altogether 6 journals
and 7 newspapers were published in Korean in the Far East including Sönbong,

laarxpaüKoMa BKII(6) n Ua^bKpaücoBrlpo¡a]

Munhwa'Culture', Sai Segye'New Vy'orld', Lodongja'Vy'orker', Lonong Sinmun
'Peasants' Ne'û,,s', Työksõng'Red Star', s¡ç,352 Among these, Sänåong was known to
have played the most important role in cultural life and in the mobilization of workers for
the accomplishment of five-year plans. Among others, Li Söng and Li Paik-cho
worked as editors-in-chief of Sönbong.
With the transfer of ß37, Sõnbong ceased to come out, possibly in September of
that year (cf. ill. 29). During the last few years of publication it was the Organ of the Far
Eastern Tenitory Committee of the All-Union Communist Party (Bolshevik) [Oprau
ZKK BI(II(6)1. Instead of Sönbong, a new paper in Korean þgan to appear in KzylOrda, Kazakhstan, from May 15, 1938, as an Oblast newspaper entitled Lcninüi Ktiichi

ill. 30), i. e. the present Lenin Kichi.353 The first editor-in-chief was Sð Cai-uk. It
moved to its present place in Alma-Ata in 1978. It contains 4 pages and the text is written
(cf.

exclnsively in Han'gü1, horizontally from left to right. It is published five times a week,
not on Sundays or Mondays, being the same size as Pravda. Nowadays Lenin Kichi is
not an organ of any political organization as Sõnbong was, but only an interrepublic
newspaper. It should be mentioned thtt Lenin Kichi is the oldest newspaper in the world
published purely in Korean ls¡¡s¡s.354 On the occasion of its 10,000th issue on the June
21, 1983 (cf. ill. 3l), the Kazakh Republic awarded a Certificate of Honour of the
Kazakh Republic's Supreme Soviet Standing Committee to l¿nin Kichi.3ss
Some questions arise. For what reason was the name Sönbong not used after the
1937 transfer? \Mhy is there no other Korean newspaper in any other part of Central Asia,
except in Alma-Ata? Why is Lenin Kichi an interrepublic newspaper, the newspapers of
other small nationalities in Kazakhstan being intrarepublic ones? The answer to the first
question could be that the Soviet authorities in Moscow did not permit the use of the same
name, After 1937 Koreans began to live in all of the republics of Central Asia, mainly in
Uzbekistan and Kazakhstan. It was, of course, natural to think that Uzbekistan Koreans
with the greatest population would also have their own newspaper, as Kazakhstan
Koreans do. In that case it would have meant that every republic in Central Asia had its
own Korean newspaper, which was seemingly not acceptable to the Soviet authorities. In
order to solve this problem the authorities were said to have given the status of an
interrepublic newspaper to Lenin Kichi and at the same time refused to grant permission
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to other republics. This can also explain the fact that among newspapers published in
minority languages such as Uighur, German and Arabic, etc. in Kazakhstan only lenin
Kicl¡i has the status of an interrepublic newspaper the others being only republic ones.
The ci¡culation of lznin Kichi is continuously decreasing as the following numbers
indicate:

tg73
tgTg
lggT

13,500356
11,000357
9,603358

l¿nin Kichi has six typesetting machines, from which the newspaper is produced by the
offset printing method. The printing machine is known to be of Japanese make. The
subscription fee is 55 kopeks a month, I rouble and 65 kopeks for three months, 3
roubles and 30 kopeks for six months and 6 roubles and 60 kopeks for 12 months. Its
account number is 65363.

The organization comprises departments of party life, propaganda and international
news, agriculture, industry, culture, arts, letters and public works and an editorial
bureau. Besides these, there are also employees working as photographers, proof-readers
and graphic artists. The editor-in-chief is Han Innokentiy P. and vice-editors-in-chief are
Yun Su-chan and Co Yóng-hwan. The number of staff is known to be 53, of whom
around one third are women.359 Lenin Kicûi has a branch office in Tashkent and
correspondents in Kzyl-Orda and Celinograd, where Koreans live in large numbers. In
cities of neighbouring republics, such as Dushanbe and Frunze, etc. Lenin Kicåi has
regular correspondents. They do not only cover the areas where they live but also the
neighbouring Oblasts. Besides these, there are so-called "freelance reporters" (cigoi kija)
who have their own jobs but write articles for Lenin Kichi.
The following are corespondents (together with the cities they cover): Cóng Sangjin (Dushanbe), Kim Yong-thaik (Tashkent, Chirchik, Bekabad), etc., reporters are: Cõn

Apollon (Frunze), Han Apollon (Navoi, Syr-Darya), Kim Boris (Ushtobe, TaldyKurgan, Balkhash), Kim Brut (Andizhan, Fergana, Namangan), Kim Ki-wön (KzylOrda, Chimkent), Kim Vladimir (Tashkent), Li Vladi¡nir (Tashkent, Karshi, Bukhara,
Samarkand), Li Yöng-gwang (Nukus, Khorezm), Son Vladimir (Celinograd, Karaganda), etc., freelance reporters are: Choi Mi-ok (Alma-Ata), Choi Vladimir (Osh,
Frunze), Ko Lev (Kzyl-Orda), Pak Konstantin, No Dmitriy (Dzhambul), etc.
Besides the above-mentioned reporters, there are people whose names are written at
the end of articles and who are presented as "a reporter of this office", which can be

understood to mean that they ue working at the head of(rce of l¿nin Kichi.36o Those
whose names appear often are the following: Kim Cong-hun (culture), Kim Man-su
(sports), Kim Chun-sun, Li Chun-gön (culture), LiZoya (senior corrector), Lyang Wónsik, Nam Hai-yön (culture), etc. A. Orlov, Kh. Khusainov and others are responsible
for photograhs and Cöng Thai-hong for graphics. Other workers are An Venera, Nam
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I¡ma, Pak Lyudmila (typesetters), etc.
4.5.2. Function and perspectives

I¿nin Kichi

has following goals for its activities:361

l)

to make the decisions of the Communist Party and the Government of the
Soviet Union known to readers,
2) to distribute domestic and foreign news,
3) to agitate people to carry out ofFrcial resolutions,
4) to make ¡he life style of other Soviet nationalities known.
One of the most important works of Lenin Kichi is considered to be the propagation

of

the internationalistic way of life of soviet citizens, for which purpose every month
a
special page is published with the title of C/¡¡¿s õnüi Pichpat Arai KyðtsokroínTaminjok

Kajöng'esö 'In the multinational family strengrhened under the ray of friendship,. To
further patriotic education, a standing theme Naüi coguk-widaihan ssoryön ,ov

Fatherland-

the Great Soviet Union,is ¡¡s¿¡sd.362

Innin Kichi's activities

it

example,

also include other work than just publishing the paper. For
has arranged a conference for readers in cooperation with the party

Committee of Kzyl-Orda to strengthen the relationship between the paper and readers
in
carrying out the decisions of the 27th Party Congress. Recently another readers,
conference was arranged at the buildin g of Lenín Kichi, where rhe following question
was dealt with: what does our newspaper do to agitate the people in
carrying out

reconstruction (*perestroyka) of the party? The newspaper answers
this question

as

follows:363
"We will lry to show the practical efforts of the Sovict peoplc who
are creating both
material and spirirual achievemenrs by canying ou peìesroyk¿. we will p.olugur.
positive experiences and results, overcome suchìegative phenómena
slagnation, etc., take an active attitude towards life and
of the Party and Soviets.,,

as ditficulties and

activiy participate in

the programmes

I¿nin Kichí is one of rhe three cultural pillars of

the Koryõ saram, together with the
Korean Theatre and radio broadcasts in Korean. Since there are only few
a
other regular

publications in Korean in Central Asia, Lenin Kicåi plays a more significant
role than
is usually attributed to newspapers among Koreans. It also has the role
of building the
Korean literary language in Central Asia, as Koreans can have almost daily
contact with
it. The Literary Page, which is published approximarely once a monrh with
a whole
page dedicated to it, gives Soviet Korean writers and poets a
unique possibility to publish
their works. ln the Literary page, Korean writers, not only in central Asia
but also in
other parts of the soviet union, contribute their poems, novellas, literary
lectures and
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book reviews, etc. Koreans living scattered over wide areas of the Soviet Union also get
to know about each other through this newspaper. Cu Tong-il characterizes Lenin Kichi
as follows:364

"¡üe are proud o[ the fact tl,al Lenin Kicåi, which is fully specialized in thcmcs,
simultaneously has the characterisúcs of a nationâl nen sfuper ."

Now and then Lenin Kicl¡i also publishes readers' opinions. On the occasion of the
Day of Publisåing (May 4), 1986, Pang Aleksey from Sam¿ukand said ¡hat Lenin Kichi
gives valuable informalion about the history of Koreans in the Soviet Union, which is not
well known to all of them. As an example, the case of the Sakhalin Koreans was
mentioned. Koreans in the Soviet Union are of the opinion that their life has much
improved compared to that of forty or fifty years ago, andLenin Kichiis a sourceof
national feeling and intellectual wealth. Readers say that the language used in the
newsPaper is sometimes not easily comprehensible and that issues are not always
dsliys¡sd.365

In the opinion of Yón Söng-yong, a Korean poet, Lenín Kichi is the most popular
newspâper for the half million Soviet Koreans and a mirror of the development of Korean

literature in the Soviet Union. It relates the contributions of Koreans to the performance
of the socialist tasks proclaimed by the Soviet Communist Party. It reflects the activities
of Korean writers and the Korean theatre. The Literary Page is said to be like an oasis to
travellers in the desert. Yön emphasizes that the work by the staff of Lenin Kichi
deserves to be praised, because they translate decisions, speeches and other political
materials by the Central Committee of the Party or Session of the Supreme Soviet, etc. in
one night from Russian into Korean and publish them the next day. That is why readers
should not complain about diffîcult expressions which appear now and then. At the same
time, Yðn also asks the ne\¡/spaper to try to choose easier words. As for the composition
of the newspaper he said that it is satisfactory.3oo
Above, we have seen that Korean is hardly taught at all in Central Asia. Then, one
may ask who and how many people really read Lenin Kichi? Can it survive? After
having visited the Tashkent bazaar and having seen a copy of Lenin Kichibeingused to
wrap corn, not fof reading purposes, Ross King writes as fslless;3ó?
"I believe the answer to the qucstion 'how well do Soviet Koreans read Korean?' (even if they
can rcad, what is there to read bcsides Lenin Kichi?) and'how much arc thcy cxposed to
sundardizing influcnccs?' must be'not very well, if at all' and 'not very much'."

One cannot completely agree with the opinion of King, but it seems that he is right to a
certain extent taking into consideration the fact that the number of Koreans in Central Asia
who can read and write Korean is continuously decreasing. It is quite natural that those

members of the younger generation who consider Russian to be their mother tongue
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will be able to read l¿nin Kichi.
V/ho will continue to publish Lenin Kichi after the retirement of the present staff?
The prospects cânnot be very bright unless general education in the Korean language is
started as early as possible for the younger generation and their interest towards their
cânnot nor

mother tongue and the newspaper begins to increase. It is also understood that close on
907o of readers' letters deliverd to Lenin Kichi are written in Russian. Recently it was
reported that Koreans who took part in the readers'conference ananged by Lenin Kichi
suggested the teaching of Korean through the newspaper.368

4.6. Broadcasts in Korean

It is known that there were broadcasts in Korean on the oblast level as early as the 1950s
in oblasts such as Kzyl-Orda etc. But radio broadcasts in Korean through the Kazakh
Radio started on the May 16, 1984. At fi¡st the broadcast was transmitted twice a week;
on Sundays and Wednesdays. The broadcasting time was between 15.30 and 16.00 on
V/ednesdays, and 14.00 and 14.30 on Sundays, Alma-Ata time. The frequencies were
213.22,57.03,31.56 and 59.58 MHz on the second programme "Shalkar" of the
Kazakh Republic p¡dis.36e But, from the beginning of 1985, the broadcasting time has
been changed in such a way that one hour a week of programme time is divided between
three days: on rvly'ednesdays and Fridays between 14.40 and 15.00, and on Sundays
between 15.40 and 16.00 (cf. ill. 32). Broadcasts in Korean are now also transmitted
through the first programme of the Kazakh Republic ft¿d!e.3?0
The Korean programme includes news on the resolutions of the party, current news
analyses, Soviet life style, material on the victories of workers, the appearance of afiists
from the Korean Theatre and art groups and Korean writers as well as favourite songs
and Korean music. The first programme on May 16, 1984, transmitted the discussion
between Co Cöng-gu, Director of the Korean Theatre, and Han Innokentiy, Editor-inChief of l¿nin Kichi, on the accomplishments of the socialist economy as well as
introducing Kim Alla, a fowl-breeder on the Ushtobinskiy Sovkhoz, It was revealed in
this programme that there are 52 Korean Heroes of Labour l¡ l(¿¿¿þ3¡¿¡.371
The address of the Korean ftndis is;372
Department of the Korean Language in the Kazakh Republic

Mir Avenue No.

175

480031 Alma-Ata.
As for workers at the department, Choi Yöng-gün is the chief of broadcasts in Korean,
Pak Yong-jun and Choi Mi-ok are reporters.373 Kim Ok-lyó (cf. ill. 33) has been
working as an announcer from its inception and T. Smailov is in charge of recording.3Tl
According to the investigation carried out in oblasts like Taldy-Kurgan, Chimkent
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and Dzhambt¡l where the density of Koreans is rather high, programmes which deal with
famous Soviet personalities, nationâl cultural development and people with interesting

of activity the broadcasts in Korean
introduced people like Choi Phil-mu, Flero of Socialist Labour, Ci Nataliya
Anatoliyevna, chief of the hatching department at the Sovkhoz named after Pravda in
Taldy-Kurgan Oblast and also deputy of the All-Union lüy'omen's Soviet, Kim Erast
careers attract most listeners. During three years

Aleksandrovich, rice cultivator on Ushtobinstry Sovkhoz in Taldy-Kurgan and member
of the Central Committee of the Kazakhstan Communist Pany, Hwang Un-jöng, an old
party member who fought for the establishment of Soviet power in the Far East in the
1920s, and Kim Yefrem, rice cultivator on the Sovkhoz named afrcr Kalínin and deputy
of the l6th Party Congress of the Kazakhstan Communist Party.
From the beginning the broadcasts in Korean have also maintained close contacts
with famous Korean writcrs, artists and scientists, etc., of whom the following can be
mentioned: Li Ham-dðk, People's Actress of Kazakhstan, the writer Yón Sðng-yong, the
historian Hwang Boris Sergeyevich, Sim Pavel Semyonovich, Doctor of Economic
Sciences, and Hwang Mikhail Vasil'yevich (cf. ill. 34), Doctor of Biological Sciences,
s¡s.375 For three years, the radio has been transmitting E. Khasangaliyev's songs

'Viltage
are My Song'(Ayl - Tu Mo.s llec¡¡s) and'Bostorgay' (a kind
-You
of lark living in the Kazakhstan countryside), As for things to be developed, the shortage
of critical material and themes for youngsters as well as the geographical limitedness of
the radio transmissions can be mentioned. The staff of the Korean language service
consider that their task is to promote reconstruction (*perestroyka), which is proceeding
in both the sooio-economic and ideological life of Soviet society, and make it known
more profoundly and to a wider ¿udis¡ss.3?ó

The Korean language broadcasts mean that a new medium connecting Koreans in
Central Asia has come into existence. Although the broadcasting time is limited to one
hour a week in all, they certainly incite a tremendous response. Since these broadcasts are
ain'red purely at Koreans in Central Asia, it might also be a useful source in following
their situation. At the request of many listeners, the radio began to leach Korean on
Sundays from March, 1987, for those Koreans who do not know the language well.377
This can be considered great progress for Korean radio broadcasts.
NOTES
2ó9.

Hace^enue CCCP

1983, pp. '|.28-129.

270. Kim Thai-gyun, Ilambuk Pang'õn.Sajo'n. Seoul 1986.596 p. All Kirn's inftrrmanls wcre pcoplc
who came to üre south before or during tie Korcan Wa¡ and whosc avcr.¡ge age was over 60. Accordingly,
none of ùem has had any contact with thcir home dialect for over 30 years. The works ol Kim Ílyõnggya and Choi Ílak-kün contain somc matcrial on the Hamgyöng dialect. Ross King considers Ramsey
thc fimt scholar who has trcated thc Hamgyöng dialect in a comprehensive fashion after thc war, which is
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understood to mean 'after Ogura Shimpei'.
271. Kim Thai-gyun 1986, pp. 19-21.
272.Kim O. l9ó2, p. 87.
273' The writcr expresses his sinccrest thanks to Haiyon for the mareriat. It was publishe d in Han'güt
.Sa¡sasi& 169 (Sept. 1986) pp. 12-15 wirh explanations by the writcr,
214. The writer also expresses his sincerc üanks to Ross King for permining him to use his manuscript,
An Inlroduction to Soviet Koreøn (Februuy 198?), before publication. It is expected rhat King's woìk
will be published in rhe United States in l9B?.
275. The vocabularies are put into groups and arranged atphabetically by lhe present wriær.
276. Ramstedt 1949, p. 271.

n7.O\\tr xparxaro pyccxo-xopeücxaro c^oaapt.

Kasan 1904,p. ll0.

278. Kim Hyöng-gyu 1982 Ha,p.244.
279' Ross King's manuscript, pp,22-6. For rcasons of conveniencc the syslem of transcription has
been slightly changed.
280. Probably King misundcrstood the meaning of this sentence. Ir must mean '(Hc or She) loves mc'.
28 l. Pyccxo-xopeücKr{e Paoroaopu. Kaoas 1904, pp, 3g-39.
282.LK 1986 July 10, p. 3.
283. LK 1986 July t9.p.2.
284. LK 1985 March 7, p. 4.
285. LK 1985 Aug. 7, p. 3.
286. LK 1986 Fcb. 28, p. 4.
287.LK 1986 May 30, p.4.
288. LK 1985 Apr. 10, p.4.
289. LK l9E5 Apr.9, p.4, t986 Ocr.30,31, p.4.
290. LK 1986 Jan. I, p. 3, Fcb. 25, p. 4,Nov. 29, p. 4.

29t.LK 1986May t,p.4.
292,LR 1986 Sept. 9, p. l.
293.LK 1985 Oct. 30, p.4.
294.LK 1985 Dec. 31, p. l.
295. Cî. note 35.
296.Knu O. 1962, p. 89.
297.In a mixed langrøgc ir is pnrblematic whether the classification should be made according lo syntåx
or to vocabulary. Anttila says ùat the decision is arbitrary, adding that "Considerations of continuity,
and tl¡e social stâtus or attitudes of the speakers, play a role in such decisions.,' (Anttita p. lZ2).
298.KnM O. 1962, p.90.
299. magaiin < Russian mag,azin,üuphullí < Russian rya^H. The meaning is the same as ùe
above senlence.

300. The writer sinccrely thanks luha Janhunen for lhis information. According to him, thc primor,ye
pidgin is one variety of the Fa¡ Eastem pidgin based on Russian. Other varieties include rhose of Kyakhra
and Harbin.
301. LK 1986 Oct. t l, p. 4.
302. LK 1986 OcL 21,p.4.
303. LK 1986 Ocr.2l,p.3.
304. LK 1986 Ocl22,p.4.
305. LK 1986 July 9, p.4.
306. LK 1986 Oct. 14,p.4.
307. LK 1986 Apr. 23,p.4.
308. Zxapu¡racllHo8a 1960, p. 55.
309. LK 1986 July 9, p. 4, Sept. t9,p.2,Ocr. t0, p. l.
310. LK 198ó July 12,p.2,Dcc. t2,p.2.

3l l. LK 1986 Oct. 14, p. 4.
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3l2.LR

1983

Aug. I I, p. 4.

313.Ibid.
314. LK 1983 Oct. 18, p.4.
315. LK 1983 Aug. 5, p.4, 1986 lan.9,p,2.
316. LK 198ó July 2, p.2,Dæ,.2, p. 4.
p. 4, 1986 Nov. tt,p.2.
317. LK 1983 Aug.
318. LK 1986 Nov. I, p.4.
319. LK 1983 Oct. 6, p.4.
320. LK 1983 Nov. 23, p, 4, 1986 Nov. I I, p. 4.
32l.LK 1983 Aug. 4, p. 4.
322.LK 1983 Oct. 6, p. 4.
323. LK 1985 Oct. 23, p. 4, 1986 Dec. 2, p. 4, De*. 12, p.2. According to Juha Janhunen, this word
appears also in thc slang of Russian soldiers in Afghanistan with the same mcaning , thus it may
possibly have been bonowed from Russian.

ll,

ll,

p.4.
1986 Nov.
198ó Nov. 12, p. 2.
1986 Oct. 10, p. 4.
1986 Nov. 28, p. 2.
328. These arc plobü'pilau', samsa 'meat pics', shashlük 'shish kebab', erc. (I(IIM O ., p. 92) coming
from Uzbek, It is not cleår wheùer Koreans in Uzbekistan can pronouncc thc initial consonant clusters

324.LK

LK
LK
327. LK
325.
326.

and the sound /sål, As for Uzbek kinship terms, e.g.apa 'sisler', a/ca'brother', ata'fathcr', babay
'grândfâùer', these are known to Korcans but used only in communication with Uzbeks either in Russian
or Uzbek (ibid.). Kim further says that Uzbck words likc *l¡irman'plæe, where harvest produce from the
harvcsting fields are piled (e.g. for cotton)', us¡na'name of a grass, the sap of which is at first grass
green which then becomes black; thc sap is used as make-up for the eyebrows by Uzbek women', møslr
a plant of the bean family (Phaseolus radiatus)', kishlak'Cent¡al Asiatic village', etc. are largely used
by Russians but have not cntcrcd tho Korcan language, even if they are used by Koreans when s¡æaking
Russian (ibid.).
329, XacaHoB, pp. 198-200. Khasanov has also written an article about the similarity between the
Korean and Turkic languages in rhe book: Marepua^t¡ BTopoû nayvuoü r(ou¡epeugulr
MoÀo.qñx yqeHHx AH Kas CCP. A^Ma-Ara, Hayxa Kas CCP, 1970.
ân arr¡cte
- Recently
conceming studics about Soviet, Koreans was published by Kim Gcrman, a rcscarchcr
at thc University of
Kazakhst¿n (LK 198? July 1?, p.4). The ârúclc is cnütlcd.lsorydn Cosõnindürúi Cöngsin-munhwa
Yön'gumunje 'On Studies of the Mental Culture of Soviet Koreans',
330. According to Kim O, a new method of word formation has been introduced into Cenual Asiatic
Korcan, e.g. cekkonchzhida'Jobe very refined'from the Korcan word kanchzhida'to be refined', by
âdding the prefix cet- ßutr¿ O ., p, 93). In Søndard Korean the prefixes sai- and s¿is- are uscd to
emphasize especially the degree of a colour, but the prefix .ç¿&- is not known. This may also bc a
borrowing from the Uzbck language.
331. LK 1986 Feb. 13,p.2, Feb. 15, p. l.
332. According to the latest information, a Koreân style restaurant Aziya has been opcncd in Alma-Ata,

Here one can gct guksi, ttok'Korean rice cake', khongnamul 'bean-sproul salad', kosarinamul
'fembrake salad' and niyõk*uk 'brown scawccd soup', ctc. Besides Alma-Ata, Korean style restaurants
are known to exist in several oùer places. In Junc, 1987, in Yuzhno-Sakhalinsk in Sakhalin a Korean
cafó was atso opened, where more than ten different Korean dishes are obtainable (LK 1987 Aug. l, p.4).
This cafó is run by Kwõn O-srlng's family.
333. Until now thcre s€ems not to exist any serious study of the bilingual or t¡¡lingual problcms of thc
Koryõ Saram. Anyhow, Haarmann reccndy publishe.d a monograph concerning the bilingual problems
of Koreans in the Soviet Union using mainly statistics.
334. Kye Pong-u's manuscript, Vol. II, p. 96.
335. As an examplc 6,419 Koreans leamed how to read ånd write Korean through this campaign in one
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yPÂr1924-1Y25

(K¡ru O., p.88).

336. The pedagogical special school wâs situated in Nikol'sk-Ussuriyskiy and callcd

"Hnxo¡tcx-

Yccypnûcxuü lIeÃaroruqecKlrü TetuaxyM". The pedagogical institute was situated in
Vladivosrok and called "B¡aÃueocroxcKnü lleÃaroîHrrecKtrù Hxcrnryr". The educational
standard of both of thcsc was considered high among Soviet Koreans. After the 1937 transfer, úrese werc
closed and at least the documcnts and pa¡rcrs of the Nikol'sk-Ussuriyskiy Pedagogical School wcre
reported to have been moved to lkyl-Orda, Kazakhstan, but their farc is, as yct, unknown.
In the 1940s and 1950s, Korean grammar(s) and
337. Kye Pong-u's manuscript, Vol. I, pp.
instructions for teâch¡ng üe languagc at Korcan schools were also published: Kim Pyöng-ha, Cosðn
Malbon. Ce Yi Hag'nyönyong'A Korean Grammar. For thc Sccond Ycar' (Rcvised by Yu. M. Mazur),
Moscow 1949. 58 p; Cosõnö Kyosu Kanglyöng. Cosõn Sohakþo I - IV Hag'nyõn'Inslruclions for
Teaching Korean. For the First to Fourth Years' (Rcviscd by Yu, M. Mazur). Moscow 1949. 36 p.;
Cosõnõ Kyosu Pangböp Cairyojip'Materials for Tcaching Korean' (edited by Kim Nam-sõk, revised by
M. A. Khegay). Kzyl-Orda 1955. 60 p. The writer expresses his sincere thanks to hofcssor Mazur for
providing information about these lattcr threc works.
338. LK 1983 Junc 24,p.4.
339. LK 1983 Aug.5, p.2.
340. LK 1985 Oct. 12,p.4.In the academic ye.er 1985-1986, 14 students in all entercd this dcpartment.
Thcy came from different parts of thc Sovict Union, c.g. Kang Sudan f¡om Andizh¡n (Uz.bckistan), Chai
Gcnriyetla from Chimkcnt (Kazakhsøn), Chön Bctla from Surkhandarya (Uzbckisøn), Li Sanna from
Sakhalin.

l-2.-

341.

KüM O., p. 88.

y2. LK

1983 Doc, 22, p. 4. At this school, Choi Svetlana Sergcyevna tcaches Korean.
343. LK 1986 Nov. 6, p. 4. As an expen in language and history, Choi emphasized that one has to know
one's own mother tongue.
3M. Ozaki Hikosaku, "Chuwu Ajiano Chousenjin". Sanzcnri No. 6 (Summcr 19?6), p. 128. Ozaki
says that he has heard thâl the Korean language is taught two hours a week in the form of a special
lccture at school, but hc is not sure whcther ùis is corrcct o¡ not,
345. Anatoliy Kim, a Soviet Korean writer, said in an interview in the Finnish newspaper Lapin Kansa
: "Korcans do not have an autonomous republic, nor their own schools, nor the¡r own language in the
Soviet Union." (lapín Kansa 1987 May 13, p. 7),
'346. Prostor 1987 No. I, p. 169.
347.Hace¡es¡¡e CCCP, pp 128-129.

348. Hoffmann, "The Korean Minority in China: Education and Publishing". Korea Journal Vol. 26,
No. 12 (December 1986), pp 13-20.
349. Choi Üng-gu, Cungguk Cosönjogüi llrimal Kyoyut 'Education in the Korcan Language of
Chinese Koreans', p. 2. This paper was presented at the 3rd Conference of Overseas Koreans, which was
held in Chicago in Novcmbc¡, 1986.
350. KïM O., p. 88.
351. The newspaper Leninüi Killo was estÍtblished in 1949. It is a tabloid with 4 pages. This newspapcr
cannot be ordercd or distributcd abroad.
352. K¡¡u CLIH XBa, p. 222.
353. The Korean word kuichi'11ag' is ticlu in it-s old orthographical form.

354. Outsidc of the Korean peninsula, newspapers in the Korean language are published in various
c¡untries, e. g. China, Japan, USA, Canada, Aust¡alia, Wcst Gcrmany. Among thcse the oldest one is
Yönbyön /låo, cstablished in 1948 and published inYanji, China. The others have been estabtished
very recently with the emigrations of Koreans. Ofcourse newspapcrs havc bccn publishcd in Korca bcfore
1938 but they werc writtcn in a mixturc of Chinese cha¡acters and Korean letters.
355. LK 1983 June 21, p, I.
356.

357.

Eo¡¡ua.s CoBercxas 9ggtrx^oneÀra T. 14, p. 300.
Kasaxcxar CoBercKan gngnxaoneÄHs p.409.
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358. LK 1987 May 7.
359. Yamaguchi Mizuhiko, "Aruraatano chousenjin". Sanzenri No.44 (V/inter 1985), p.88.
360. The addrcss of Lenin Kicl¡i has been changed from May 13, 1987. It moved to the publishing
building of the Central Committec of tl¡e Kazakhstan Communist Party. In úe same building the Uighur
Kommunizm ?lgi, German Freundschaft and ol.hcr newspapcrs, like OrHu A^aTay, )Keruu,
Beuepnaa A^Ma-ATa, clc., arc also working. The nsw âddress oÍ Lenin Kichi
M.

isy^.

fopbxoro 50, 3-Ê erilK,480M4 A^Ma-Ara.
3ó1. Yamaguchi Mizuhiko, "Arumaatano chousenjin", Sanzenri No.44 (Wintcr 1985), p. 88.
362.LK 1987 May 7, p. 3.
363. Ib¡d.
3ø.LK 1984 May 5, p.2.
365. LK 1986 May 4, p. 2. Thc opinion of Ha Gcnnadiy from Tashkcnt.
366. LK 1986 Jan. I, p. 3.
3ó7. The manuscript of Ross King (1987), p. 21.
368. LK 1987 May 7, p. 3.
369. LK 1984 May 12,p.4, Shalkar, mcaning'huge'in Kazakh as in expressions llke shalkar köl'a
very big lake', was a wired radio programme which w¡¡s sent over limitcd distances.
370. LK 1985 Jan. l, p. 4. Transmitting through the first programme meåns that broadcasts in Korean
arc hc¿¡d ovcr lhe wholc of Kazakhstan.
371. LK 1984 May 18, p. 1.
372.LK 1984 May 12,p.4.
373,LK 1986 May 7, p. 4.
374.LK 1987 May 7, p. 3.

3?5. Hwang Mikhail Vasil'yevich is a nephew of Hwang Won-o who fought against thc capitalist
intcrvcntionists in 1920 by organiz.ing a young armed group in Sorbakwan together with Choi Chan-sik,
Choi Chu-song. Choi Han-bong etc. (Siåwdl Ilyögmyöng Sipcunyõn, p. 63). Hwang Wðn-guk, Hwang
Mikhail Vasil'yevich's father, was also a partisan as was his brother. Hwang Mikhail Vasil'evich, Doctor
of Biological Sciences and a professor, is scientific pro-rcctor of thc Zooveterinary Institute and head of
thc chair of parasitology, with a research laboratory of parasitocenology in Alma-Aø.
376. LK 198? May 7, p. 3.
377.LK 1987 March 14, p. 4.
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